
2013 Equestrians Institute 

 Driving Year End Awards 

 

Overview 

With the increased number of EI Driving events and increased EI membership 

interested in driving, the year end awards for EI driving are being enhanced in 

2013.  

The traditional perpetual trophies awarded to highest ranked EI drivers for VSE, 

Pony, Horse, and Multiples (for all equine sizes) will continue.  Besides the honor 

of the winners being able to display the trophy in their home for a year, a 

keepsake memento will also be awarded.   And, like previous years, all EI driving 

competitions and Northwest CDEs which have significant EI driver participation 

will count towards accumulating points for these awards. 

In addition to the traditional perpetual trophies, a new set of awards will be 

added which recognizes achievement in combined driving.   The combined driving 

awards will be for best EI driver for each of the combined driving levels of 

intermediate, preliminary, and training.  Northwest CDEs and Driving Trials will 

count towards points for these for awards.   

Perpetual Trophies – VSE, Pony, Horse, Multiples 

A perpetual trophy and a keepsake memento will be awarded to the top driver for 

VSE, Pony, Horse, and Multiples.    

Rules/Scoring for Perpetual Trophy Awards:   

1) Must be an EI member and compete in at least one EI event to be eligible. 

2) Points are given for placing and are adjusted for class size – larger classes 

will result in more points. 

3) The trophies are awarded to the drivers with highest number of points 

accumulated. 

4) The same equine does not have to be used for all competitions. 



5) If during the course of the year a driver competes different sizes of equines 

or both single and multiples, points will be tallied separately for each of the 

awards. 

6) The Multiple award is for any size of equines and any multiple hitch, e.g. 

pair, tandem, fours, or unicorn. 

7)  See the list of qualifying events to find out which events count towards this 

award. 

Qualifying Events for Perpetual Trophy Awards: 

 TREC at NWEC 

 Teddy Bear CDE 

 Inavale CDE 

 EI CDE 

 EI Driving & Riding Family Fun  

 EI Driving Trials Back-to-Back (counts as one event – best score is counted) 

 Idaho Driving Festival – Horse Driving Trial and Combined Test 

 Knoll Rest CDE 

Combined Driving Awards 

An award will be given to the best EI driver for each of the combined driving levels 

of Training, Preliminary, and Intermediate. 

Rules/Scoring for Combined Driving Awards: 

1) Driver must be an EI member and compete in at least one EI event to be 

eligible. 

2) For each qualifying event that a driver competes in, points will be assigned 

based upon the difference between the driver’s score and the average 

score for the division in which they competed. Scoring in this manner will 

provide an indication of how a driver did relative to their peers and reduces 

the impacts a particular high or low scoring dressage judge, number of 

obstacles on marathon, tougher or easier courses, and potential outside 

effects on scores such as weather. 



3) A minimum of two qualifying events is required to be eligible for the award.  

If a driver competes in more than two qualifying events, their best two 

scores will be used to determine overall winners.   

4) If a driver competes at multiple levels during the course of the year, their 

scores for each level will be calculated.  In the unlikely event a driver were 

to be the highest place driver for more than one level, they will receive only 

the higher level award. 

5) All classes for a level are eligible - equine sizes of VSE, Pony, and Horse as 

either singles or multiples. 

Combined Driving Awards Qualifying Events: 

 Teddy Bear CDE 

 Inavale CDE 

 EI CDE 

 EI Driving Trials Back-to-Back (counted as one event - the best score of the 

two days will be used) 

 Deroche CDE 

 High Country CDE 

 Idaho Driving Festival – Horse Driving Trial (not the Combined Test) 

 Knoll Rest CDE 

 Vineyard Classic CDE 

 Shady Oaks CDE 

 Golden State CDE 

  

 


